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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, HCH, DOT DSJNSTAH, Q.C. 9 M . P . , AT THE ^ 
OSBCSHE FACTORY OP I . C . I . A . H . Z . LIEETED OB THE CELEBEATIOB 
o f t h e m o r n s h i l l i c u m h o u r s f r e e op i n d u s t r i a l a c c i d e h t . 
MR. CORDNER, GENTLEMEN : 
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 1 8 A EATTESi OF VITAL IMPORTANCE 
TO ALL PBRSO&S M O BKGAQE I B INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY- I f I S OF 
PHirjB IMPORTANCE TO OPERATIVES EI3FLOYBD I S INDUSTRY BECAUSE THEIR 
PERSONAL UELLBEXHG A ® EVES THEIR L I F E I S INVOLVED. I T 1 8 ALSO 
IMPORTANT TO m i m O E M M * BECAUSE INDUSTRIAL ACCIDEBT8 RESULT IN 
LOSS OF PRODUGTIOI?, AHD CG3SEQUEKT L03S OP PROFIT* I T THEREFORE 
BEHOVES EVERYOBE TO BE VITALLY INTERESTED I K X INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 
AHD I m DELIGHTED TO MOM THAT IH THESE WORKS AT X . C . I . THERE I S 
A PROPER RECOGNITION OP THE IMPORTANCE OF SAFETY BY ALL PERSONS 
CONCERNED* 
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY REQUIRES CO-OPERATION FR022 
I3AMAGBMENT AHD EMPLOYEES. I T I S THE RESPONSIBILITY OF I3ARAGBE1ENT 
PAGE 2 . 
TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE E^UIPHEHT FOR THE PROTECTION OF EI3FLOYEB8 AND 
LIKEWISE I T I S THE S E 8 P ® S I B I L I T Y OF WORKMEN AT ALL TIIUSS TO 13AKE 
FULL USE OF HJQTECTIVE FACILITIES EKOVIDED A8 THSY UNDERTAKE THEIR 
DAILY TASKS. THE RECORDS OF ACCIDENT-FREE PERFORMC® ACHIEVED 
II? THIS OSBORNE PLANT I S CLEAR EVIDSKCE OF THE CO-OP0RATION THAT 
EXISTS BBflEEU l E E J3ANAGEMBNT AND THE EMPLOYEES, AND THE ACCEPTANCE 
OF RESPONSIBILITY BY ALL COHCERNSD/ ANDI CONGRATULATE ALL IN THE 
FRESMT. ACHIEVEMENT OF ONE MILLION MAN-HOURS PRODUCTION FREE OF 
ACCIDENT. I T I S AW ACHIEVEHEfIT OF WHICH ALL CAN SB PROUD. 
THIS I S HOT THE FIRST OCCASION OH MICH SUCH AH 
ACHXSVEMT HAS BEEN REACHED. B3Y COLLEAGUE AHD PREDECESSOR 
FRANK TaALSHj WAS PRIVILEGBD TO TAKE PART I K A CEREMONY AT THESE 
WC^KS m JANUARY, 1 9 6 6 , . SBM, THE FIRST MILLION HOURS FREE OF 
ACCIDENT WERE CELEBRATED. 
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- X PAY A TRIBUTE § 0 XBPSRXAL CHSKXCAL XITOUSmES OF 
A0SE&A&XA MID KH5 2&&AI© ilffXHSD OH TBS ESSHSR XH WHICH WEK 
KBCOQMZB I B S t m m r m : A G m m m m u m c s i m T s TODAY. XT XS 
GQSD'20 MOW SHE CGI3MPS' MAS SELECTED '2? Q&MJTMLB AW 
0mm QmMUZAVXQMs msmsiAw v/zm caBiam^ s e r v i c e TO BBimpiv 
mom tmq o c c a s i o n to TUB w?M* mimiT o f 0 1 9 0 0 . s e x 8 s u n x s w 
AmmOM |00O DXSTRXBOITED EPMLim fHXS W OH TtB OCCASION OF 
*?m w&w ESXLLXOK M~HOOBS , 
"• X AH F&EA8SD SH2®" BBPRS3BKTATXVEB Of.- SHE" 0RGAMSA2X0HS , 
ARB HBHS,TODAY "SO SAKE I B THIS" CSItSBH.A.TXOH• ' 
x Gmmm everybody' m o h a s b m a s s o c x a t b b mm t h i s 
FXHB ACHXWBKES5T- OF XHDU832HXAX. ilCCXBSKT PRSmifTXQH, ABB S X m S S 3 
TSB HOPS SEAT SHE RI3C0FD BO PAR OBEAXSUSD WXX& BS FAB 0UT8®XPF3D 
X® T1ISS FUTURE. 
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X A&SO I.XKE TO PAY £RXBUT8 SO X . G . X . FOR 2H3XB 
POBLX G-SPIBX TBD AC^XGH I H ALL017XJ3© fKBXR PQRfcSSR; OT® W A ^ 
PRQL1 SHIS' G3B0RSB PLAXaT, 1HR. DOBALD CUERXS, f O APBOXOTHSOT 
AS SXH3OTGR OF 1M03TRXAL BBW,LOPMSHT I E SOUTH AU^SIALXA. X 
AI.SO FAY A 2BX8UTB TO 'COSEXB FOE SHE VERY GREAT A88ISTAK© 
HE BAB B O T ALKMBY.XS WIS APPOXBTEsEST - AM) THE EHGRE33U8 EliERGY 
AI3B ABXLXOT BE XS DXSPXAYXII© I E SXS 2ASKtt ' : . H2 HAS ALREADY 
CQElMSSD-T'ffiS R S 8 P B C T 0 P XHmiSmtAlXSTS AHB I'OBLXC SERVANTS' . 
' T m o & a a o u ? m s e m s . . ' 
XT GP2E1S SEEMS TQ -~m . f IAS , THE BBX2GRXM, POLICY OF 
DENIGRATE • '-* • • = ' • • 
« t h b x s s o mmxmzM s h e p h e s s h t q o v s h m s e t h o m a t t e r 
m&s if does;' x* i r a a w r m m b s obvxous t o m y c h b a 
K K 0 M 3 S E OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S XHDUSSRXAX. POTENTIAL THAT FJB HAVE 
A REMARKABLE aXSXORY XH THS'BBSXOB AHD BUXLOXHG OP MACHX0S3 TJHXCH 
h a v e a m i s u s a. r e a l xi&dustbxal obtlesd xh e a s y a r e a s . s o u t h 
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AUSTRALIAN EUBBBR I3U&8 WGUX.& HOT BB SUPPLIERS 0 ? ROBBER CGI2-
K M F0ft THE ABTOESOTXVB INDUSTRY THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA I P I T 
B S HOT FOB Tff i FACT TEATTHBY \3£KB ABLE TO DESIGN AND BUILD 
HERB m m i m & MOT AVAXLABLB S L S E M S S S I B THE tfORX2>« HILLS 
INDUSTRIES LXEXTID ©GULB EOT BB-mCSSSEBT IN THDXR FIELD I B TBS 
T70BLD HAD TBEY HOT BEER ABLE TO DESIGN AHD- BBX2&'iftGHXHBS tfBXCH 
HAVE MODUCED ©0ODS AT-COSST AHD OF A. KIND NOT AVAILABLE FROB 
- 0SSER OANUFACTUEEES. VM m m MJMBSRS' OF SM&H* X N D U S m i S IN 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA CENTREING ON THE PROBUCTIGN OP SPECIALISED 
mCBXN^IY. XNDXA, SINGAPORE AND INDONESIA M E IN THE EARLY 
STAGES OF T H M . INDUSTRIAL GROWTH AND BWELOPEEW AM) TKBY ARB ALL 
SS3KXN0 TO Xg&BqifB-?aSX& INDUSTRIAL CC^PLSSES. THBY ALL LACK 
SCIENTISTS AND XNBUSTaXAL EKPS$X3E3Gg. OF THE KIND WB CAN FaOVXDS. 
AS THBY a i S T TOOL UP HEAVIEST.'XB TW3 COMING YEARS IN I2JTA3LI SHIES 
IHDUSTRYj SOUTH AUSTRALIA SHOULD EARLY.OBT INTO THE PICTURE IN 
Q E E R i m TO . SUPPLY THEM VJSTB . THAT MACHINERY. 
PAQ3 6 . 
•-. • XT tfOUED BE ffilAl. OF S 'AS SHE A a 
IB Q.IMQB OF IHMSTRXAL DEVEL0PI2H1® XF I PASSED BY THE OPPORTUNITY 
0 ? A t m i X N S ER, GUMXBTO'-SUMFBY TUB P O T E m AL ; M M B T 8 IN THESE 
' ABBAS AT .AN EARLY -..POINT. 0PTX12B, PARTICULARLY ©HBH HIS V I S I T UXLL 
BB .LARGELY" AT TBS- BIBsNSi"AND'XUVXTATIOfT OF fHE. INDIM? GOVERNMENT. 
XT IB BEGQWm PAINFULLY OBVIOUS. TO I S THAT THERE.ABB D E T A I N 
p i ^ m s x n e e g h magb& m.®omnmismALth mo a s s mm 
POLITICAL LI0TXVS8e TO USDBAV0U8 TO HJT CfflSTACL^ IN TUB HAY OF 
SOUTH. AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT JiATHM THAN TO JOIN WITH THE ' 
GOVERNS® I N SISKINS, EFFECTIVE D&^ELORSEB? FOR THE CQ2MU0XTY. • 
XT I S ABOUT T Z m SOME OF THES3 PUT THE STATB. ABOVE PARTY. 
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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, HON. DON DUNSTAN, Q.C. , M . P . , AT THE 
OSBORNE FACTORY OF I . C . I . A . N . Z . LIMITED ON THE CELEBRATION 
OF THE SECOND MILLION MAN HOURS FREE OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT. . 
MR. CORDNER, GENTLEMEN:, .. ; . 
INDUSTRIAL 3AFETY I S A E2ATTER OP VITAL IMPORTANCE 
TO ALL PERSONS S3HO ENGAGE IN INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY. I T I S OP 
PRIE3E IMPORTANCE TO OPERATIVES EMPLOYED IN INDUSTRY BECAUSE THEIR 
PERSONAL UELLBEING AND EVEN THEIR LIFE I S INVOLVED. I T I S ALSO 
IMPORTANT TO MANAGEMENT BECAUSE INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS RESULT IN 
LOSS OF PRODUCTION, AND CONSEQUENT LOSS OP PROFIT. I T THEREFORE 
BEHOVES EVERYONE TO BE VITALLY INTERESTED IN INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 
AND I AM DELIGHTED TO KNOW THAT IN THESE WORKS AT I . C . I . THERE I S 
A PROPER RECOGNITION OF THE IMPORTANCE OF SAFETY BY ALL PERSONS 
CONCERNED. : 
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY REQUIRES CO-OPERATION FROM 
MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEES. ; I T I S THE RESPONSIBILITY OF MANAGEMENT 
PAGE 2 . 
TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE EQUIPI2ENT FOR THE PROTECTION OF EMPLOYEES AND 
LIKEWISE I T I S THE RESPONSIBILITY OF WORKMEN AT ALL T I 1 E 8 TO MAKE 
FULL USE OF PROTECTIVE FACILITIES PROVIDED AS THEY UNDERTAKE THEIR 
DAILY TASKS. THE RECORDS OF ACCIDENT-FREE PERFORMANCE ACHIEVED 
IN THIS OSBORNE PLANT I S CLEAR EVIDENCE OF THE CO-OPERATION THAT 
EXISTS BETWEEN THE MANAGEMENT AND THE EMPLOYEES, AND THE ACCEPTANCE 
OF RESPONSIBILITY BY ALL CONCERNED, AND. I CONGRATULATE ALL IN THE 
PRESENT ACHIEVEMENT OF ONE MILLION MAN-HOURS PRODUCTION FREE OF 
ACCIDENT. I T I S AN ACHIEVEMENT OF WHICH ALL CAN BE PROUD. 
. THIS I S NOT THE FIRST OCCASION ON WHICH SUCH AN 
ACHIEVEMENT HAS BEEN REACHED. \ MY COLLEAGUE AND PREDECESSOR 
. . . . 4 * -9 
FRANK WALSH, WAS PRIVILEGED. TO TAKE PART IN A CEREMONY AT THESE 
WORKS IN JANUARY, 1 9 6 6 , ^HEN THE FIRST MILLION HOURS FREE OF 
ACCIDENT EERE CELEBRATED. 
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I PAY A TRIBUTE TO IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES OP 
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND LIMITED ON THE MANNER IN WHICH THEY 
RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANT ACHIEVEMENT Vffi CELEBRATE TODAY, I T I S 
GOOD TO KNOW THAT THE COMPANY HAS SELECTED 2 7 CHARITABLE AND 
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH COMMUNITY SERVICE TO BENEFIT 
PROM THIS OCCASION TO THE TOTAL EXTENT OF # 1 9 0 0 . THIS SUM I S IN 
ADDITION TO # 8 0 0 DISTRIBUTED EARLIER THIS YEAR ON THE OCCASION OP 
THE HALF MILLION MAN-HOURS ATTAINMENT. 
I AM PLEASED THAT REPRESENTATIVES OF THE ORGANISATION S 
ARE HERE TODAY TO TAKE PART IN THIS CELEBRATION. 
I COMMEND EVERYBODY VJSO HAS BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH THIS 
FINE ACHIEVEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT PREVENTION, AND EXPRESS 
THE HOPE THAT THE RECORD SO FAR OBTAINED WILL BE FAR OUTSTRIPPED 
IN THE FUTURE. 
PAGE U . 
I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO PAY TRIBUTE TO X . C . I . FOR THEIR 
PUBLIC-SPIRITED ACTION IN ALLOWING THEIR FORMER WORKS MANAGER 
FROM THIS OSBORNE PLANTp MR. DONALD CURRXE, TO ACCEPT APPOINTMENT 
AS DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. I 
ALSO PAY A TRIBUTE TO MR. CURRIB FOR THE VERY GREAT ASSISTANCE 
HE HAS BEEN ALREADY IN THIS APPOINTMENT AND THE ENORMOUS ENERGY 
AND ABILITY HE I S DISPLAYING IN HIS TASK. HE HAS ALREADY 
COMMANDED THE RESPECT OF INDUSTRIALISTS AND PUBLIC SERVANTS 
THROUGHOUT THE STATE. 
I T OFTEN SEEMS TO ME THAT THE EDITORIAL POLICY OP 
DENIGRATE 
"THE ADVERTISER" I S TO BXHXXERKXX THE PRESENT GOVERNMENT NO MATTER 
UBAT I T DOES. I T SURELY MUST BE OBVIOUS TO ANYONE WITH A 
KN0T7LEDGE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S INDUSTRIAL. POTENTIAL THAT WE HAVE 
A REMARKABLE HISTORY IN THE DESIGN AND BUILDING OF MACHINES WHICH 
HAVE GIVEN US A REAL INDUSTRIAL OUTLET IN MANY AREAS. SOUTH 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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AUSTRALIAN RUBBER MILLS WOULD NOT BE SUPPLIERS OP RUBBER COM-
PONENTS FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA I P I T 
WERE NOT FOR THE PACT THAT THEY WERE ABLE TO DESIGN AND BUILD 
HERE MACHINES NOT AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE IN THE WORLD* HILLS 
INDUSTRIES LII3ITED WOULD NOT BE PROMINENT IN THEIR FIELD IN THE 
WORLD HAD THEY NOT BEEN ABLE TO DESIGN AND BUILD MACHINES WHICH , 
HAVE PRODUCED GOODS AT COST AND OF A KIND NOT AVAILABLE PROM 
OTHER MANUFACTURERS. ©E HAVE NUMBERS OF SMALL INDUSTRIES IN 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA CENTREING ON THE PRODUCTION OF SPECIALISED 
MACHINERY, INDIA, SINGAPORE AND INDONESIA ARE IN THE EARLY 
STAGES OF THEER INDUSTRIAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT AND THEY ARE ALL 
SEEKING TO ILIFROVB THEIR INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES. THEY ALL LACK 
SCIENTISTS AND INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE OF THE KIND WE CAN PROVIDE. 
AS THEY LUST TOOL UP HEAVILY IN THE COMING YEARS IN ESTABLISHING 
INDUSTRY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA SHOULD EARLY GET INTO THE PICTURE IN 
SEEKING TO SUPPLY THEE WITH THAT MACHINERY. 
PAGE 6 . 
I T WOULD BE EXTREMELY NEGLECTFUL OF ME AS THE MINISTER 
IN CHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT I F I PASSED BY THE OPPORTUNITY 
OF ALLOWING ER. CURRIE TO SURVEY THE POTENTIAL MARKETS IN THESE 
AREAS AT AN EARLY POINT OF T I M , PARTICULARLY WHEN HIS V I S I T WILL 
BE LARGELY AT THE EXPENSE AND INVITATION OF THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT. 
I T I S BECOMING PAINFULLY OBVIOUS TO ESE THAT THERE ARE CERTAIN 
PEOPLE IN HIGH PLACES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA WHO ARE IMPELLED, FROM 
POLITICAL MOTIVES, TO ENDEAVOUR TO PUT OBSTACLES IN THE WAY OF 
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT RATHER THAN TO JOIN WITH THE 
GOVERNMENT IN SEEKING EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT FOR THE COMMUNITY. 
I T I S ABOUT TIME SOME OF THEM PUT THE STATE ABOVE PARTY. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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OSBORNE FACTORY OF I . C . I . A . N . Z . LIMITED ON THE CELEBRATION 
OF THE SECOND MILLION MAN HOURS FREE OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT. 
MR. CORDNER, GENTLEMEN:, 
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY I S A MATTER OF VITAL IMPORTANCE ~ 
TO ALL PERSONS WHO ENGAGE IN ^INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY. I T I S OF 
PRIME IMPORTANCE TO OPERATIVES EMPLOYED IN INDUSTRY BECAUSE THEIR 
PERSONAL WELLBEING AND EVEN THEIR LIFE I S INVOLVED. I T I S ALSO 
IMPORTANT TO MANAGEMENT BECAUSE INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS RESULT IN 
LOSS OF PRODUCTION, AND CONSEQUENT LOSS OF PROFIT. I T THEREFORE 
BEHOVES EVERYONE TO BE VITALLY INTERESTED IN INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 
AND I AM DELIGHTED TO KNOW THAT IN THESE WORKS AT I . C . I . THERE I S 
A PROPER RECOGNITION OF THE IMPORTANCE OF SAFETY BY ALL PERSONS 
\ 
CONCERNED. • 
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY REQUIRES CO-OPERATION FROM ' 
EANAGSMENT AND EMPLOYEES. I T I S THE RESPONSIBILITY OF MANAGEMENT 
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TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE EQUIPMENT FOR THE PROTECTION OF EMPLOYEES AND 
LIKEWISE I T 1 3 THE RESPONSIBILITY OF WORKMEN AT ALL TIMES TO MAKE 
FULL USE OF PROTECTIVE FACILITIES PROVIDED AS THEY UNDERTAKE THEIR 
DAILY TASKS. THE RECORDS OF ACCIDENT-FREE PERFORMANCE ACHIEVED 
IN TI1IS OSBORNE PLANT I S CLEAR EVIDENCE OF THE CO-OPSRATION THAT 
EXISTS BETWEEN THE MANAGEMENT AND THE EMPLOYEES, AND THE ACCEPTANCE 
OF RESPONSIBILITY BY ALL CONCERNED, AND I CONGRATULATE ALL IN THE 
PRESENT ACHIEVEMENT OF ONE MILLION MAN-IIOURS PRODUCTION FREE OF 
ACCIDENT. I T I S AN ACHIEVEMENT OF WHICH ALL CAN BE PROUD. 
. THIS I S NOT THE FIRST 0CCA8I0N ON WHICH SUCH AN 
ACHIEVEMENT HAS BEEN REACHED. MY COLLEAGUE AND PREDECESSOR, 
FRANK WALSH, WAS PRIVILEGED TO TAKE PART IN A CEREMONY AT THESE 
WORKS IN JANUARY, 1 9 6 6 , WHEN THE FIRST MILLION HOURS FREE OF 
ACCIDENT WERE CELEBRATED. * ' 
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I PAY A TRIBUTE TO IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES OF : • 
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND LIMITED ON THE MANNER IN WHICH .THEY 
RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANT ACHIEVEMENT WE CELEBRATE TODAY, I T I S 
GOOD TO KNOW THAT THE COMPANY HAS SELECTED 2 7 CHARITABLE AND 
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH COMMUNITY SERVICE TO BENEFIT 
FROM THIS OCCASION TO THE TOTAL EXTENT OF § 1 9 0 0 . THIS SUM I S IN 
ADDITION TO $ 8 0 0 DISTRIBUTED EARLIER THIS YEAR ON THE OCCASION OF 
THE HALF MILLION MAN-HOURS ATTAINMENT. -
I AM PLEASED THAT REPRESENTATIVES OF THE ORGANISATION S 
ARE HERE TODAY TO TAKE PART IN THIS CELEBRATION._ 
' I COMMEND EVERYBODY WHO HAS BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH THIS 
FINE ACHIEVEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT PREVENTION, AND EXPRESS 
THE HOPE THAT THE RECORD SO FAR GUAXNED J O L L BE FAR OUTSTRIPPED. 
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IN THE FUTURE. j 
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I WOULD ALSO LIKE. TO PAY TRIBUTE TO I . C . I . FOR THEIR 
PUBLIC-SPIRITED ACTION IN ALLOWING THEIR FORMER WORKS MANAGER 
FROM THIS OSBORNE PLANT, MR. DONALD CURRIE, TO ACCEPT APPOINTMENT 
AS DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. I 
ALSO PAY A TRIBUTE TO MR. CURRIE FOR THE VERY GREAT ASSISTANCE 
HE HAS BEEN ALREADY IN THIS APPOINTMENT AND THE ENORMOUS ENERGY 
AND ABILITY HE I S DISPLAYING IN H I S . T A S K . HE HAS ALREADY 
COMMANDED THE RESPECT OF INDUSTRIALISTS AND PUBLIC SERVANTS 
THROUGHOUT THE STATE. 
I T O^TEN SEEMS TO ME THAT THE EDITORIAL POLICY OF 
DENIGRATE „ „ „ „ 
"THE ADVERTISER" I S TO m m S S E S S THE PRESENT GOVERNMENT NO MATTER 
WHAT I T DOES. I T SURELY MUST BE OBVIOUS TO ANYONE WITH A 
KNOWLEDGE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA* S INDUSTRIAL POTENTIAL THAI WE HAVE 
A REMARKABLE HISTORY IN THE DESIGN AND BUILDING OF MACHINES WHICH 
' HAVE GIVEN US A REAL INDUSTRIAL OUTLET IN MANY AREAS. SOUTH 
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AUSTRALIAN RUBBER MILLS WOULD NOT BE SUPPLIERS OP RUBBER COM-
PONENTS FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA I F I T 
WERE NOT FOR THE FACT THAT THEY WERE ABLE TO DESIGN AND BUILD 
HERE MACHINES NOT AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE IN THE WORLD. HILLS 
INDUSTRIES LIMITED WOULD NOT BE PROMINENT IN THEIR FIELD IN THE 
\ 
WORLD HAD THEY NOT BEEN ABLE TO DESIGN AND BUILD MACHINES WHICH , 
HAVE PRODUCED GOODS AT COST AND OF A.KIND NOT AVAILABLE FROM 
OTHER MANUFACTURERS, j WE HAVE NULSBERS OF SMALL INDUSTRIES IN. 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA CENTREING ON THE PRODUCTION OF SPECIALISED 
MACHINERY. INDIA, SINGAPORE AND INDONESIA ARE .IN THE EARLY 
STAGES OF THEER INDUSTRIAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT AND THEY ARE ALL 
SEEKING TO IMPROVE THEIR INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES. • THEY ALL LACK 
SCIENTISTS AND INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE 05? THE KIND WE CAN PROVIDE. 
\ 
AS THEY 2£tJST TOOL UP HEAVILY IN THE COMING YEARS IN ESTABLISHING 
INDUSTRY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA SHOULD EARLY GET INTO THE PICTURE IN 
SEEKING TO SUPPLY THEM WITH THAT MACHINERY. 
PAGE 6 . 
I T WOULD BE EXTREMELY NEGLECTFUL OF ME AS THE MINISTER ' 
IN CHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT I F I PASSED BY THE OPPORTUNITY 
OF ALLOWING EaR. CURRIE TO SURVEY THE POTENTIAL MARKETS IN THESE 
AREAS AT AN EARLY POINT OF T l i E , PARTICULARLY WHEN HIS V I S I T WILL . 
BE LARGELY AT THE EXPENSE AND INVITATION OF THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT. 
I T I S BECOMING PAINFULLY OBVIOUS TO PIE THAT THERE ARE CERTAIN 
PEOPLE IN HIGH PLACES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA WHO ARE IMPELLED, FROM 
POLITICAL MOTIVES, TO ENDEAVOUR TO PUT OBSTACLES IN THE WAY OF 
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT RATHER. THAN TO JOIN WITH THE 
GOVERNMENT IN SEEKING EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT FOR THE CCSSIviUNITY. 
I T I S ABOUr TIME SOME OF THEM PUT THE STATE ABOVE PARTY. 
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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, HON. DON DUNSTAN, Q.C. , M . P . , AT THE 
OSBORNE FACTORY OF I . C . I . A . N . Z . LIMITED ON THE CELEBRATION 
OF THE SECOND MILLION MAN HOURS FREE OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT. . 
MR. CORDNER, GENTLEMEN:, 
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY I S A MATTER OF VITAL IMPORTANCE •/. 
TO ALL PERSONS WHO ENGAGE IN ' INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY. I T I S OF 
PRIME IMPORTANCE TO OPERATIVES EMPLOYED IN INDUSTRY BECAUSE THEIR 
PERSONAL WELLBEING AND EVEN THEIR LIFE I S INVOLVED. I T I S ALSO 
IMPORTANT TO MANAGEMENT BECAUSE INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS RESULT IN 
LOSS OF PRODUCTION, AND CONSEQUENT LOSS OF PROFIT. I T THEREFORE 
BEHOVES EVERYONE TO BE VITALLY INTERESTED IN INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 
AND I AM DELIGHTED TO KNOW THAT IN THESE WORKS AT I . C . I . THERE I S 
A PROPER RECOGNITION OF THE IMPORTANCE OF SAFETY BY ALL PERSONS 
\ 
CONCERNED. \ 
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY REQUIRES CO-OPERATION FROM ' 
MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEES. I T I S THE RESPONSIBILITY OF MANAGEMENT 
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TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE EQUIPMENT FOR THE PROTECTION OF EMPLOYEES AND 
LIKEWISE I T I S THE RESPONSIBILITY OF WORKMEN AT ALL TIMES TO MAKE 
FULL USE OF PROTECTIVE FACILITIES PROVIDED AS THEY UNDERTAKE THEIR 
DAILY TASKS. THE RECORDS OF ACCIDENT-FREE PERFORMANCE ACHIEVED 
IN TIES OSBORNE PLANT I S CLEAR EVIDENCE OF THE CO-OPERATION THAT 
EXISTS BETWEEN THE MANAGEMENT AND THE EMPLOYEES, AND THE ACCEPTANCE 
OF RESPONSIBILITY BY ALL CONCERNED, AND I CONGRATULATE ALL IN THE 
PRESENT ACHIEVEMENT OF ONE MILLION MAN-HOURS PRODUCTION FREE OF 
ACCIDENT. I T I S AN ACHIEVEMENT OF WHICH ALL CAN BE PROUD. 
THIS I S NOT THE FIRST OCCASION ON WHICH SUCH AN 
ACHIEVEMENT HAS BEEN REACHED. MY COLLEAGUE AND PREDECESSOR, 
PRANK WALSH, WAS PRIVILEGED TO TAKE PART IN A CEREMONY AT THESE 
WORKS IN JANUARY, 1 9 6 6 , WHEN THE FIRST MILLION HOURS FREE OF 
ACCIDENT WERE CELEBRATED. 
• i 
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I PAY A TRIBUTE TO IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES OP • 
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND L I F T E D ON THE MANNER IN WHICH THEY 
RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANT ACHIEVEMENT V® CELEBRATE TODAY, I T I S 
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F I N S ACHIEVEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT PREVENTION, AND EXPRESS 
ffiE HOPE THAT THE RECORD SO FAR OBTAINED WILL BE FAR OUTSTRIPPED 
t 
. . . i \ • 
I K THE FUTURE. ; 
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I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO PAY TRIBUTE TO I . C . I . FOR THEIR 
PUBLIC-SPIRITED ACTION IN ALLOWING THEIR FORMER WORKS MANAGER 
FROM THIS OSBORNE PLANT, MR. DONALD CURRIE, TO ACCEIT APPOINTMENT 
AS DIRECTOR OF I N D U S T R I A L DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. I 
ALSO PAY A TRIBUTE TO MR. CURRIE FOR THE VERY GREAT ASSISTANCE 
HE HAS BEEN ALREADY IN THIS APPOINTMENT AND THE ENORMOUS ENERGY 
AND ABILITY HE I S DISPLAYING IN H I S . T A S K . HE HAS ALREADY 
COMMANDED THE RESPECT OF INDUSTRIALISTS AND PUBLIC SERVANTS 
THROUGHOUT THE STATE. 
I T OFTEN SEEMS TO ME THAT THE EDITORIAL POLICY OF 
"THE ADVERTISER" I S TO w S ^ F T K S PRESENT G0VERNL3NT NO MATTER 
WHAT I T DOES. I T SURELY MUST B S OBVIOUS TO ANYONE WITH A 
KNOWLEDGE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA* S INDUSTRIAL POTENTIAL THAI WE HAVE 
A REMARKABLE HISTORY IN THE DESIGN AND BUILDING OF MACHINES .WHICH 
HAVE GIVEN US A REAL INDUSTRIAL OUTLET IN MANY AREAS. SOUTH 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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AUSTRALIAN RUBBER MILLS WOULD NOT BE SUPPLIERS OF RUBBER COM-
PONENTS FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA I P I T 
WERE NOT FOR THE FACT THAT THEY WERE ABLE TO DESIGN AND BUILD 
HERE MACHINES NOT AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE IN THE WORLD, HILLS 
INDUSTRIES LIMITED WOULD NOT BE PROMINENT' IN THEIR FIELD IN THE 
\ 
WORLD HAD THEY NOT BEEN ABLE TO DESIGN AND BUILD MACHINES WHICH . 
HAVE PRODUCED GOODS AT COST AND OF A.KIND NOT AVAILABLE FROM 
OTHER MANUFACTURERS. WE HAVE NUMBERS OF SMALL INDUSTRIES IN 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA CENTREING ON THE PRODUCTION OF SPECIALISED 
MACHINERY. INDIA, SINGAPORE AND INDONESIA ARE .IN THE EARLY 
STAGES OF THEER INDUSTRIAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT AND THEY ARE ALL 
SEEKING TO IMPROVE THEIR INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES. THEY ALL LACK 
SCIENTISTS AND INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE OF THE KIND WE CAN PROVIDE. 
\ 
AS THEY MUST TOOL UP HEAVILY IN TEE COMING YEARS IN ESTABLISHING 
INDUSTRY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA SHOULD EARLY GET INTO THE PICTURE IN 
SEEKING TO SUPPLY THEM WITH THAT MACHINERY. 
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I T WOULD BE EXTREMELY NEGLECTFUL OF ME AS THE MINISTER 
IN CHARGE OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT I F I PASSED BY THE OPPORTUNITY 
OF ALLOWING MR. CURRIE TO SURVEY THE POTENTIAL MARKETS IN THESE 
AREAS AT AN EARLY POINT OF TIME, PARTICULARLY WHEN HIS V I S I T WILL 
BE LARGELY AT THE EXPENSE AND INVITATION OF THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT. 
I T I S BECOMING PAINFULLY OBVIOUS TO ME THAT THERE ARE CERTAIN 
PEOPLE IN HIGH PLACES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA WHO ARE IMPELLED, FROM 
POLITICAL MOTIVES, TO ENDEAVOUR TO PUT OBSTACLES IN THE WAY OF 
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT RATHER THAN TO JOIN WITH THE 
GOVERNMENT IN SEEKING EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT FOR THE COMMUNITY. 
I T I S ABOUT TIME SOME OF THEM PUT THE STATE ABOVE PARTY. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, HON. DON DUNSTAN, Q.C. , M . P . , AT THE 
OSBORNE FACTORY OF I . C . I . A . N . Z . LIMITED ON THE CELEBRATION 
OF THE SECOND MILLION MAN HOURS FREE OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT. . 
MR. CORDNER, GENTLEMEN:, 
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY I S A MATTER OF VITAL IMPORTANCE • 
\ 
TO ALL PERSONS WHO ENGAGE IN ' INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY. I T I S OF 
PRIME IMPORTANCE TO OPERATIVES EMPLOYED IN INDUSTRY BECAUSE THEIR 
PERSONAL WELLBEING AND EVEN THEIR LIFE. I S INVOLVED. I T I S ALSO 
IMPORTANT TO MANAGEMENT BECAUSE INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS RESULT IN 
LOSS OF PRODUCTION, AND CONSEQUENT LOSS OF PROFIT. I T THEREFORE 
BEHOVES EVERYONE TO BE VITALLY INTERESTED IN INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 
AND I AM DELIGHTED TO KNOW THAT IN THESE WORKS AT I . C . I . THERE I S ' 
A PROPER RECOGNITION OF THE IMPORTANCE OF SAFETY BY ALL PERSONS 
t 
CONCERNED. \ 
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY REQUIRES CO-OPERATION FROM ' 
MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEES. I T I S THE RESPONSIBILITY 'OF MANAGE LENT 
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TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE EQUIPMENT FOR THE PROTECTION OF EMPLOYEES AND 
LIKEWISE I T 1 3 THE RESPONSIBILITY OF WORKMEN AT ALL TIMES TO MAKE 
FULL USE OF PROTECTIVE FACILITIES PROVIDED AS THEY UNDERTAKE THEIR 
DAILY TASKS. THE RECORDS OF ACCIDENT-FREE PERFORMANCE ACHIEVED 
IN THIS OSBORNE PLANT I S CLEAR EVIDENCE OF THE CO-OPERATION THAT 
EXIST3 BETWEEN THE MANAGEMENT AND THE EMPLOYEES, AND THE ACCEPTANCE 
OF RESPONSIBILITY BY ALL CONCERNED, AND I CONGRATULATE ALL IN THE 
PRESENT ACHIEVEMENT OF ONE MILLION MAN-HOURS PRODUCTION FREE OF 
ACCIDENT. I T I S AN ACHIEVEMENT OF WHICH ALL CAN BE PROUD. 
THIS I S NOT THE FIRST OCCASION ON WHICH SUCH AN 
ACHIEVEMENT HAS BEEN REACHED. MY COLLEAGUE AND PREDECESSOR, 
FRANK WALSH, WAS PRIVILEGED TO TAKE PART IN A CEREMONY AT THESE 
WORKS IN JANUARY, 1 9 6 6 , WHEN THE FIRST MILLION HOURS FREE OF 
ACCIDENT WERE CELEBRATED. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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I PAY A TRIBUTE TO IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES OF? 
AUSTRALIA AND MEW ZEALAND L I F T E D ON THE MANNER IN WHICH THEY 
RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANT ACHIEVEMENT WE CELEBRATE TODAY. I T I S 
GOOD TO KNOW THAT THE COMPANY HAS SELECTED 2 7 CHARITABLE AND 
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH COMMUNITY SERVICE TO BENEFIT 
FROM T H I S OCCASION TO THE TOTAL EXTENT OF § 1 9 0 0 . THIS SUM I S IN 
ADDITION TO § 8 0 0 DISTRIBUTED EARLIER THIS YEAR ON THE OCCASION OF 
THE HALF MILLION MAN-HOURS ATTAINMENT. 
I AM PLEASED THAT REPRESENTATIVES OF THE ORGANISATION S 
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